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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was invented in the late
40's by the groups of Bloch [1],[2] and Purcell [3] through observation of the
nuclear spin angular momentum in condensed phase. These observations
attracted signi�cant attention in physics, but after a while the technol-
ogy found much more widespread attention in the chemistry communities
as a means to identify chemical compounds as an alternative to cumber-
some chemical analysis. With this, the development of the technology in
terms of improved instrumentation (stronger and more homogeneous mag-
nets), advanced radio-frequency irradiation techniques, the use of Fourier
transforms, and increasingly powerful computation methods enabled the
analysis of increasingly complex molecules. With invention of advanced
two-dimensional spectroscopic methods, NMR found later widespread ap-
plication in molecular biology as a means to determine the structure of large
biological macromolecules. In parallel it found applications as a method
to provide high-resolution images of humans in hospitals (called magnetic
resonance imaging, MRI), and with the advent of so called magic angle
spinning techniques also applications for the study of solid materials, e.g.,
in materials science, nanotechnology, and structural biology. Today NMR
spectroscopy is one of the absolutely most widespread analytical techniques
within wide ranges of natural and medical sciences, and around 5 Nobel
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

prizes has been given to the area.
In these notes we will describe the NMR technique in terms of the un-

derlying physics in a classical as well as a quantum mechanical notation to
provide understanding of the basic principles of the method as a foundation
to applications in relation to chemistry and molecular biology. The �rst
chapter will provide a classical description, while the following chapters will
resort to a simple product operator formalism based on quantum mechanical
foundations. These chapters will introduce single-pulse as well as multiple-
pulse NMR methods in one and more dimensions aimed at providing in-
formation about the chemical identity of molecules as well as information
about their structure and dynamics.

The intention with these notes is not to cover all of liquid-state NMR
merely the opposite namely extracting the most important concepts for
understanding and using the technique. For a thorough treatment of NMR
the reader is referred to books as e.g. [4] or [5].

The following notation is used throughout these notes:

c a constant
v̄ a vector
¯̄M a matrix
O an operator
v̂ a unit-vector
cθ cos θ
sθ sin θ



Chapter 2

From nuclear spin to NMR

spectroscopy

"... keep in mind that all such representations of vectors governed by the
rules of quantum mechanics are at best symbolic and at worst misleading."
[6]

The elementary nuclear particles, protons and neutrons, possess a quan-
tum mechanical speciality called spin spin. Spin can be visualised as a small
magnet pointing in space, however, it is an intrinsic and completely non-
classical (or everyday-life) property. This means that we need to rely on
quantum mechanics to predict the consequences of spin (chapter 5), how-
ever, it is possible to get a long way - and get a good feel for spin - by a
classical approach (chapter 3). Before going into this we have to establish
some fundamentals about nuclear spin relevant for NMR.

2.1 The nucleus in a magnetic �eld

Nuclei consist of protons and neutrons. Both of these particles are spin-
1/2 particles (I = 1/2) and contribute to the total spin of a nucleus. The
concept of spin-pairing, however, complicates prediction of the total spin of

3



4 CHAPTER 2. FROM NUCLEAR SPIN TO NMR

a nucleus, but bearing these concepts in mind, it is possible to obtain some
properties of the spin of a given nucleus:

1. Nuclei with odd mass numbers (the sum of protons and neutrons
makes up an odd number) have half-integer spin.

2. Nuclei with even mass number and even charge (the sum of protons
and the sum of neutrons both make up an even number) have zero
spin.

3. Nuclei with even mass number and odd charge (the sum of protons
and the sum of neutrons both make up odd numbers) will have integral
spin.

A subset of the nuclei belonging to the �rst group namely the nuclei with
spin 1/2spin-1/2

nuclei
will be the main focus of the present text, since the most important

elements in organic chemistry and biology belongs to this group, see table
2.1. The nuclei belonging to the second group are not a�ected by magnetic
�elds and are therefore not observable by NMR. All nuclei with I > 1/2
are associated with so called quadrupolar coupling e�ects rendering them
di�cult to see in liquid-state NMR due to very broad signals.

Table 2.1: Common NMR-active nuclei in biomolecules, and their proper-
ties. For comparison, the more abundant nucleus 12C has I = 0. [7]
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the orientation of nuclear spin in a magnetic
�eld. [7]

Nuclei with a nuclear spin will have a nuclear magnetic dipole moment
de�ned by

µ̄ = γĪ (2.1)

where γ is the so called gyromagnetic ratio (see table 2.1) and Ī the nuclear
angular momentum operator. The nuclear angular momentum is a vector
quantity with the value of the z component given by (~ = 1.055 · 10−34 Js
being Planck's constant divided by 2π)

Iz = ~m (2.2)

with the magnetic quantum number, m, taking the discrete values m =
−I,−I + 1, ..., I having 2I + 1 di�erent values, I being the spin angular
momentum quantum number. This is a quantum mechanical property of
the nuclear spin. For a spin-1/2 nucleus (such as 1H, 13C, 15N, ...) we have
the two values m = 1/2 and m = −1/2.

The nuclear magnetic dipole moments may be in�uenced by magnetic
�elds (like a compass needle is in�uenced by the Earth magnetic �eld), but
here with the quantisation of the magnetic quantum number implying that
the magnetic dipole moment may take two discrete orientations relative to
the magnetic �eld: either directed along the �eld, or directed opposite to
the �eld as illustrated in �g. 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: The energy splitting between the spin up (m = 1/2) and spin
down (m = −1/2) states.

The potential energy associated with the orientation of the nuclear mag-
netic dipole moment relative to the �eld is given by

E = −µ̄ · B̄ (2.3)

where B̄ is the vector of the magnetic �eld. If we consider a homogeneous
magnetic �eld pointing along the z-direction, B̄ = B0ẑ (the �eld from the
big stationary magnet) and use equation (2.1) and (2.2), we get

E = −µzB0 = −γIzB0 = −γ~mB0 (2.4)

and the energy splitting of the two possible orientations of a spin-1/2 nucleus
in a magnetic �eld becomes

∆E = −γ~B0(−1/2− 1/2) = γ~B0 (2.5)

This is illustrated in �g. 2.2. The two statesα and β
state

are commonly referred to as
the α (m = 1/2, low energy, spin aligned with the magnetic �eld) and the
β (m = −1/2, high energy, spin anti-aligned with the magnetic �eld) state.

From the Planck-Einstein relation we know that an energy quantum is
related to a frequency by E = hν = ~ω and it is possible to relate the
energy splitting between the to states of a spin-1/2 nucleus to a frequency

ω0 =
γ~B0

~
= γB0 (2.6)
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This frequency is known as the Larmor frequency the
Larmor
frequency

, and is the frequency of
precession of the nuclear spin as well as the frequency needed for radiation
to interact with the spin. The interaction frequencies for nuclei depend on
the magnetic �eld strength and belong to the domain of radio frequencies
(exercise 2).

The very small energy di�erence between the states gives NMR two
characteristic properties: the excited state is very long lived, which in turn
means that the energy separation can be measured very precisely, and the
population di�erence between the ground and the excited state is very small,
which means that the signal intensity is very low. The �rst property is un-
derstandable through Einstein's law for spontaneous emission, which relates
the lifetime, τ of the excited state to the frequency separation:

τ ∝ 1

ω3
(2.7)

Compared to a transition in an atom with an energy di�erence correspond-
ing to visible light, the lifetime of a proton in a 400 MHz spectrometer
is around 1018 longer (neglecting other factors). There is plenty of time
to manipulate and measure the magnetisation - an important property of
NMR. The second property stems from the Boltzmann distribution equili-

brium
distribu-
tion

, which
relates the equilibrium population of a state Ns to the energy of the state
Es (non-normalised this reads)

Ns = e
−Es
kBT (2.8)

where T is the temperature in Kelvin and kB = 1.381 · 10−23 J/K is Boltz-
mann's constant. Now, it is possible to obtain the ratio between the pop-
ulations of the ground and the excited state and the excess (the di�erence
between the populations of the two states)

Nβ

Nα
=
e
−Eβ
kBT

e
−Eα
kBT

= e
−∆E
kBT ' 1− ∆E

kBT
(2.9)

where the last equality is obtained by Taylor expansion of the exponential
function around zero, which is a very good approximation for the very small
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energy separation. The excess becomes (N = Nα +Nβ)

ε ≡ Nα −Nβ =
Nα −Nβ

N
N '

Nα −Nβ

2Nα
N =

1

2

(
1−

Nβ

Nα

)
N(2.10)

' ∆E

2kBT
N =

γ~B0

2kBT
N (2.11)

For protons in a 9.4 T magnet at room temperature this becomes 3.254 ·
10−5N or only one extra in the ground state for every 30000 distributed in
the ground and the excited state (see exercise 3). This small excess leads
to the magnetisation, which we measure in the spectrometers.

In NMR we never access the single spin � for sensitivity reasons always
a huge number of equal spins are considered. A large number of equal spins
are referred to as an ensembleensemble and as the size of the ensemble increases the
overall properties approach those of classical mechanics. The ensemble of
spins gives rise to a bulk magnetisation, which precesses in the magnetic �eld
with the Larmor frequency. This bulk magnetisationbulk mag-

netisation
can be measured and

manipulated and described by classical mechanics (chapter 3). However,
this approach fails for coupled spins, because the coupling is a spin-to-spin
property and not a coupling between bulk magnetisations1. To describe such
systems a theory explaining the entire quantum state of the spin ensembles
is required (chapter 5).

How big is an NMR relevant ensemble? The size of an ensemble varies
depending on the number of equal nuclei in the NMR sample solution,
however, a concentration of 10 µM and a volume of 0.5 mL is a common
situation and yields a number of equal nuclei (NA = 6.022 · 1023 Avogadro's
number)

n = 5.0 nmol⇔ N = NAn = 3.01 · 1015 nuclei (2.12)

leading to an excess of (under the conditions described previously)

1That two spins are coupled simply means that they are mutually a�ected, i.e., they
"can feel each other". We will return to the concept of coupling in the quantum mechan-
ical description.
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ε = 9.79 · 1010 nuclei (2.13)

This is the number of nuclei, which gives rise to the bulk magnetisation.
The corresponding magnetic moment becomes

M0 = µensemble,z = γ~mε = γ~1
2ε = 1.38 · 10−15 J/T equili-

brium
magneti-
sation

(2.14)

Still a tiny number, however, detectable. This is the equilibrium magnetisa-
tion, M0, which is manipulated and measured in NMR spectroscopy.

2.2 Exercises

1. Determine the expected nuclear spin (I) of the following nuclei: 2H,
4He, 12C, 14C, 16O, 17O∗, 19F, 30P, 32P, and 33P. *not all possible
proton-proton and neutron-neutron spin-pairs are established, i.e., the
lowest possible spin is not the actual spin of the nucleus.

2. Determine the Larmor frequency of 1H and 13C in a 16.44 T magnet
and the corresponding wavelengths.

3. Determine the excess, ε, for 1H and 13C in a 700 MHz spectrometer
and con�rm the approximation in equation (2.9) by calculating excess
using the exponential function in equation (2.9).

4. As an NMR spectroscopist it is essential to optimise the sensitivity
of an NMR experiment: Mention relevant parameters and their e�ect
on the sensitivity.
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Chapter 3

Classical description of NMR

spectroscopy

This chapter is devoted to the classical description of the interaction of the
bulk magnetisation from the nuclei, the stationary magnetic �eld, and the
oscillating magnetic �elds arising from radio frequency (rf) irradiation of the
sample. The technicalities will be discussed brie�y in chapter 4, so for now
we will just assume that it is possible to generate the stationary magnetic
�eld as well as the electromagnetic �eld and that it is possible to detect the
magnetisation. This representation of the system was �rst published by F.
Bloch in 1946 [2].

3.1 The equation of motion in the stationary frame

A magnetic moment, M̄ , in a magnetic �eld, B̄, will experience a turning
force, a torque τ̄ (equal to the time derivative of an angular momentum, L̄),
equal to the cross-product of the magnetic moment and the magnetic �eld

τ̄ =
dL̄

dt
= M̄ × B̄ (3.1)

In words this equation states that a magnetic moment in a magnetic �eld
will experience a turning force perpendicular to both the magnetic moment

11



12 CHAPTER 3. CLASSICAL DESCRIPTION OF NMR

itself and the magnetic �eld except for the situation, where the two vectors
are aligned, in which case the cross-product becomes zero. This means that
the unaligned magnetic moment will start to turn around the magnetic �eld
making a circle. The equation does not show how the magnetisation returns
to the Boltzmann equilibrium, since relaxation (the process of returning to
equilibrium) is not included in the description. Relaxation would cause
the magnetisation to slowly align itself along the magnetic �eld, making a
trajectory of a spiral on a sphere.

The angular momentum of a magnetic moment is L̄ = M̄/γ, so the
equation is rewritten as

equation
of motion

dM̄

dt
≡ ˙̄M = M̄ × γB̄ (3.2)

This is the equation of motion for a magnetic moment in a magnetic �eld,
which means that solutions to this equation describe the evolution of the
magnetisation. In general, both M̄ and B̄ are time dependent. The al-
ternative representation of the time derivative (the dot) is introduced for
convenience.

To solve the equation, we write it in vector notation and achieve three
coupled di�erential equations:

˙Mx

My

Mz

 =

Mx

My

Mz

× γ
BxBy
Bz

 (3.3)

⇔
Ṁx = γ(MyBz −MzBy) (3.4)

Ṁy = γ(MzBx −MxBz) (3.5)

Ṁz = γ(MxBy −MyBx) (3.6)

Now, we are able to check the postulates of the evolution of the magnetisation
stated above. The magnetic �eld is assumed to be stationary along the z-axis
(Bx = By = 0 and Bz = B0 at all times).
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First, the magnetisation is assumed initially to be aligned with the z-axis
(Mx(0) = My(0) = 0 and Mz(0) = M0). This gives Ṁx = Ṁy = Ṁz = 0 and
thereby M̄(t) = M̄(0). This con�rms that the magnetisation stays aligned with
the magnetic �eld.

In the second case the magnetisation is assumed initially to be aligned with
the x-axis (Mx(0) = M0 and My(0) = Mz(0) = 0) and the following is obtained:

Ṁx = γ(MyB0) (3.7)

Ṁy = γ(−MxB0) (3.8)

Ṁz = 0 (3.9)

i.e., two coupled di�erential equations. The easiest way to obtain a solution is to
rewrite and use complex numbers:

• We de�ne
M ≡Mx + iMy (3.10)

which upon insertion of equations (3.7) and (3.8) gives

Ṁ = Ṁx + iṀy = γB0(My − iMx) = −iγB0(Mx + iMy)

= −iγB0M

• The solution is found by rearranging terms and integrating:∫ M(t)

M(0)

1

M
dM = −iγB0

∫ t

0

dt⇒

ln
M(t)

M(0)
= −iγB0t⇒

M(t) = M(0)e−iγB0t

• Finally the solutions for Mx and My are obtained by substituting both
M(t) and M(0) by equation (3.10) and inserting the boundary conditions
Mx(0) = M0 and My(0) = 0

Mx(t) + iMy(t) = (Mx(0) + iMy(0))e−iγB0t = M0e
−iγB0t,

using Euler's formula e±ix = cosx± i sinx

Mx(t) + iMy(t) = M0(cos γB0t− i sin γB0t),
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and separating the real and the imaginary parts:

Mx(t) = M0 cos γB0t (3.11)

My(t) = −M0 sin γB0t (3.12)

The magnetisation precesses around the z-axis in the xy-plane with frequency

γB0.

The minus sign in equation (3.12) leads to the common (re)de�nition of
the Larmor frequencythe

Larmor
frequency,

again

ω0 ≡ −γB0 (3.13)

in order to get rid of the sign and being correct when stating that the mag-
netisation rotates with the Larmor frequency (this is, however, somewhat
arbitrary since some nuclei, e.g., 15N have a negative gyromagnetic ratio).

3.2 The equation of motion in the rotating frame

The solution presented above required a stationary magnetic �eld. This
is not required by the equation of motion (3.2) and is not the case for an
electromagnetic �eld1, which irradiates the nuclei � another trick is needed
to obtain a solution. The trick is a frame transformation, i.e., we jump on
a new frame in which the magnetic �eld seems (or in fact is) stationary.
In this frame our equation of motion (3.2) does not hold and we need to
obtain a new one using a so called rotating frame transformation. The
transformation is here motivated by our need to obtain a solution to the
equation of motion, when electromagnetic radiation is applied to manipulate
the spins of the nuclei.

The magnetic �eld of an electromagnetic �eld oscillating (in amplitude)
along the x-axis with frequency ω1 and amplitude 2Brf (rf referring to radio
frequency irradiation) can be written asmagnetic

part of
electro-

magnetic
�eld

B̄rf = 2Brf cos(ω1t)x̂ (3.14)

1As seen by equation (3.14) the magnetic �eld of an electromagnetic �eld varies with
time.
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This can be rewritten into two rotating components - again we rely on the
complex numbers to ease the calculation complex

notation
; the real part representing the

x-component and the imaginary part representing the y-component

B̄rf = Brf
(
eiω1t + e−iω1t

)
(3.15)

Interaction only occurs when radiation and system have the same (or nearly
the same) frequency, so the counter-rotating co- and

counter-
rotating
parts

part can be neglected to a very
good approximation if ω1 ∼ ω0 (in that case the frequency di�erences will
be ∼ 0 for the co-rotating and ∼ 2ω0 for the counter rotating):

B̄rf ∼ Brfeiω1t =

Brf cosω1t
Brf sinω1t

0

 (3.16)

A rotation around the z-axis is given by the unitary operator, which
matrix representation is given by matrix

represen-
tation of
rotating-
frame
transfor-
mation

¯̄Uẑ,θ =

 cθ sθ 0
−sθ cθ 0

0 0 1

 (3.17)

where the short form cθ = cos θ and sθ = sin θ has been introduced.
It is easily veri�ed that this matrix leaves a vector, which is rotated θ around

the z-axis, along the x-axis in the new frame

¯̄Uẑ,θ

cθsθ
0

 =

 cθ sθ 0
−sθ cθ 0

0 0 1

cθsθ
0

 =

 c2θ + s2θ
−sθcθ + cθsθ

0

 =

1
0
0

 (3.18)

We will now return to the objective: to determine an equation of motion
in the rotating frame, i.e., determine an e�ective magnetic �eld B̄eff .

The following must hold true, since we only multiply (3.2) with ¯̄Uẑ,ω1t

on both sides

¯̄Uẑ,ω1t
˙̄M = ¯̄Uẑ,ω1t(γM̄ × B̄) = γ ¯̄Uẑ,ω1tM̄ × ¯̄Uẑ,ω1tB̄ ⇔ ( ˙̄M)r = γM̄ r × B̄r
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where the superscript r is introduced as a convenient way of writing a
transformed vector. However, an equation for

. .(
¯̄Uẑ,ω1tM̄

)
= (M̄ r)

(3.19)

is required � that is: the order of a) frame change and b) di�erentiation is
very important. The derivative of the magnetisation vector is transformed
to the rotating frame:

(
˙̄M
)r
≡ ¯̄Uẑ,ω1t

˙̄M =

 cω1t sω1t 0
−sω1t cω1t 0

0 0 1

Ṁx

Ṁy

Ṁz


=

 Ṁxcω1t + Ṁysω1t

−Ṁxsω1t + Ṁycω1t

Ṁz

 (3.20)

and the magnetisation vector in the rotating frame, and the derivative of
this is determined

M̄ r ≡ ¯̄Uẑ,ω1tM̄ =

 cω1t sω1t 0
−sω1t cω1t 0

0 0 1

Mx

My

Mz


=

 Mxcω1t +Mysω1t

−Mxsω1t +Mycω1t

Mz

 ≡
M r

x

M r
y

M r
z

 (3.21)

the product rule for di�erentiation is applied

.
¯(M r) =

 Ṁxcω1t + Ṁysω1t

−Ṁxsω1t + Ṁycω1t

Ṁz

+ ω1

−Mxsω1t +Mycω1t

−Mxcω1t −Mysω1t

0

 (3.22)

Finally, the identi�cation

.
¯(M r) =

(
˙̄M
)r

+ ω1

 M r
y

−M r
x

0

 (3.23)
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is found by comparison of equations (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22). The �rst
term is rewritten according to equation (3.19) and the second term equals

ω1

 M r
y

−M r
x

0

 = M̄ r × ω1ẑ (3.24)

Equation (3.23) is thereby rewritten

.
¯(M r) = γM̄ r × B̄r + M̄ r × ω1ẑ = γM̄ r ×

(
B̄r + ω1

γ ẑ
)

whereby the �nal result is obtained

.
¯(M r) = γM̄ r × B̄eff for B̄eff ≡ B̄r +

ω1

γ
ẑ equation

of motion
in the
rotating-
frame

(3.25)

This is the most important equation of this chapter, since all of NMR is
going on in this frame (sometimes yet another transformation is used, but
it will be applied to vectors already in the rotating frame � we never return
to the stationary frame) and the superscript r will from now on often be
implicit, i.e., not written. The equation is very similar to the equation
of motion in the stationary �eld (3.2), and it tells us that the only thing
needed to be changed is the magnetic �eld, i.e., magnetisation rotates as
previously except that the axis of rotation (the magnetic �eld vector) and
the frequency have changed.

We are now ready to investigate what happens when an electromagnetic
�eld (equation (3.14)-(3.16)) is applied. First the e�ective magnetic �eld is
determined

B̄r
tot ≡ ¯̄Uẑ,ω1t(B̄0 + B̄rf ) =

 cω1t sω1t 0
−sω1t cω1t 0

0 0 1

Brfcω1t

Brfsω1t

B0


=

 Brf (c2
ω1t + s2

ω1t)
Brf (−cω1tsω1t + sω1tcω1t)

B0

 =

Brf0
B0

 (3.26)
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using the de�nition of the e�ective �eld in equation (3.25) we get

B̄eff =

 Brf
0

B0 + ω1
γ

 =

 Brf
0

ω1−ω0
γ

 (3.27)

Two cases remain to be investigated 1) on-resonance radiation ω1−ω0 =
0 and 2) o�-resonance radiation ω1 − ω0 = −Ω, with Ω being the o�set. In
case 1 the e�ective �eld becomes

B̄eff =

Brf0
0

 (3.28)

and in analogy with the result obtain in equation (3.11) and (3.12) the mag-
netisation will turn around the magnetic �eld vector, however, now the �eld
vector is aligned with the x-axis (in the rotating frame). For magnetisation
initially aligned with the z-axis the result becomes (see exercise 1):

Mx(t) = 0 (3.29)

My(t) = M0 sin γBrf t = −M0 sinωrf t (3.30)

Mz(t) = M0 cos γBrf t = M0 cosωrf t (3.31)

where the de�nition ωrf ≡ −γBrf has been used.

The result is generalised to:e�ect of
on-

resonance
electro-

magnetic
�eld

An on-resonance electromagnetic �eld of amplitude ωrf = −γBrf turns
the magnetisation around itself with ωrf rad/s or νrf = 1

2πωrf Hz. The
direction is positive, i.e., if you place the thumb of your right hand in
the direction of the electromagnetic �eld vector the �ngers point in the
direction of the rotation, �gure 3.1.

In case 2 the e�ective �eld becomes

B̄eff =

Brf0

−Ω
γ

 (3.32)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of application of the right hand rule.

This is a more complicated equation to solve and the solution given here is
restricted to an understanding of what happens. From the equation of mo-
tion (and the solutions we have seen until now), we know that the magnetisa-
tion rotates around the e�ective magnetic �eld with velocity ω̄eff = −γB̄eff .

The direction and length of the e�ective magnetic �eld vector is deter-
mined from equation (3.32) to

tan θ ≡ tan∠(ẑ, B̄eff ) =
|B̄rf |
−Ω/γ

=
|B̄rf |γ
−Ω

=
−ωrf
−Ω

=
ωrf
Ω

(3.33)

|ω̄eff | = γ|B̄eff | = γ
√
B̄2
rf + (Ω/γ)2 =

√
ω2
rf + Ω2 (3.34)

It is common to refer to the �ip-angle �ip-anglede�ned by α ≡ ωeff t. The �ndings
are presented pictorially in �gure 3.2 right.

In general the following rule applies:
An e�ect of

o�-
resonance
electro-
magnetic
�eld

electromagnetic �eld of amplitude ωrf = −γBrf and o�set Ω ≡
ω0 − ω1 turns the magnetisation around the direction of the e�ective
�eld vector de�ned equation (3.25) with ωeff rad/s or νeff = 1

2πωeff Hz
de�ned equation (3.34). The direction is positive, i.e., if you place the
thumb of your right hand in the direction of the e�ective magnetic �eld
vector the �ngers point in the direction of the rotation, �gure 3.1.
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B̄eff
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ωeff t B̄effθ

Figure 3.2: The magnetic �elds in the rotating-frame. Left: The stationary
and the electromagnetic (x-phase) �eld vectors. Centre: The e�ective �eld
and the turning magnetisation vector in the on-resonance case (The mag-
netisation vector rotates in the yz-plane.). Right: The e�ective �eld and
the turning magnetisation vectors in the o�-resonance case.

3.3 The single-pulse experiment

We will now use the �ndings from the previous sections to describe the
most basic NMR experiment: the single-pulse experiment. The experiment
consists of a pulse with a �ip-angle of 90◦ = π/2, i.e., a strong on-resonance
electromagnetic �eld turned on for a time tπ/2 ful�lling

α = ωeff tπ/2 = ωrf tπ/2 =
π

2
⇒ tπ/2 =

π

2ωrf
(3.35)

or in frequency units

tπ/2 =
1

4νrf
90◦-pulse (3.36)

This leads to a rotation of the magnetisation vector by exactly 90◦. The
pulse is followed by a time-period without rf irradiation, in which the mag-
netisation precesses around the static magnetic �eld with the Larmor fre-
quency ω0 or in the rotating-frame with the di�erence between the Larmor
frequency and frame rotation frequency, Ω. In this period the evolution
of the magnetisation is monitored (acquisition period), and the Larmor fre-
quency of the nuclei can be determined (see section 3.4). The pulse sequence
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for the experiment and the evolution during the sequence are shown in �gure
3.3.

π
2

z

y

x

M̄

90◦

B̄eff

z

y

x

B̄0

M̄
Ωt

Figure 3.3: Left: The pulse sequence for the single-pulse experiment: a 90◦-
pulse followed by an acquisition period, where the slowly decaying sinusoidal
signal is recorded. Middle and right: The evolution of the magnetisation
during the single-pulse experiment. Middle: Evolution during the pulse.
Right: Evolution during acquisition.

3.4 Detection and the Fourier transform

Present, the most common detection method is called quadrature detection.
Basically both the x- and the y-component of the rotating magnetisation
is measured and represented in the previously introduced complex plane,
where the real part represents the x-component and the imaginary part the
y-component. The signal obtained (including relaxation (e−R2t, R2 = 1/T2

being the transverse relaxation rate and T2 the transverse relaxation time),
i.e., the decay of the magnetisation with time, which is discussed in section
3.5) will be of the form

s(t) = s0 (cos(Ωt+ φ) + i sin(Ωt+ φ)) e−R2t = s0e
(−R2+iΩ)t+iφ (3.37)

where φ is a phase depending on the start time of acquisition and the phase
of the 90◦-pulse2

2In this representation we neglect the fact that the signal in practise is detected
at discrete time points, which just complicates the equations and only is relevant for
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Figure 3.4: The e�ect of the Fourier transform: the same signal in the time
domain (left) and in the frequency domain (right).

To determine the frequency of the obtained signal, the Fourier transform
(FT) is introduced. The transform basically bridge the gap betweentime- and

fre-
quency-
domain

time-
and frequency-domain

s(t)
FT←→ s(Ω) (3.38)

and looks like3

s(ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

s(t)e−iωtdtFourier
transform

(3.39)

The e�ect is illustrated in �gure 3.4.

We will now determine an equation for the signal in the frequency do-
main, i.e., a peak in the spectrum. This is done by Fourier transforming

adjusting technical parameters.
3Some presentations include a normalisation constant of 1√

2
.
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the time domain signal, equation (3.37):

s(ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

s(t)e−iωtdt

=

∫ 0

−∞
0 · e−iωtdt+

∫ ∞
0

s0e
(−R2+iΩ)t+iφe−iωtdt

= s0e
iφ

∫ ∞
0

e(−R2+i(Ω−ω))tdt

= s0e
iφ

[
e(−R2+i(Ω−ω))t

−R2 + i(Ω− ω)

]∞
0

= s0e
iφ

(
0− 1

−R2 + i(Ω− ω)

)
since e−R2t → 0 for t→∞

= s0e
iφ −1

−R2 + i(Ω− ω)

−R2 − i(Ω− ω)

−R2 − i(Ω− ω)

= s0e
iφR2 + i(Ω− ω)

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

(3.40)

The equation looks somewhat complicated, but it is because the equation
contains both the absorptive and the dispersive signal (vide infra). Further-
more, a spectrum only shows the real part of the signal. To obtain a "nor-
mal" looking spectrum, we need to phase correct the spectrum, which math-
ematically means multiplying by a phase, i.e., eiφcorr ful�lling φcorr = −φ
and taking the real part:

sspectrum(ω) = Re[eiφcorrs(ω)]

= Re

[
eiφcorrs0e

iφR2 + i(Ω− ω)

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

]
= s0Re

[
R2 + i(Ω− ω)

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

]
= s0

R2

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

absorptive
line shape

(3.41)

This is the equation for an absorptive line shape (peak).
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Figure 3.5: The absorptive and the dispersive line shapes (R2 = 1).

The equation of the dispersive line shape is obtained by "wrong" phase
correction φcorr + φ = ±π/2 (here shown for −π/2):

sspectrum(ω) = Re
[
eiφcorrs(ω)

]
= Re

[
eiφcorrs0e

iφR2 + i(Ω− ω)

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

]
= s0Re

[
e−iπ/2

R2 + i(Ω− ω)

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

]
= s0Re

[
−iR2 + i(Ω− ω)

R2
2 + (Ω− ω)2

]
= s0

Ω− ω
R2

2 + (Ω− ω)2
dispersive
line shape

(3.42)

A plot of the two di�erent line shapes are shown in �gure 3.5. Notice the
broadness of the dispersive signal compared to the absorptive signal.
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3.5 Relaxation

To obtain the Bloch equations � the �nal version of the equation of motion
� and to fully understand how the lineshapes in the previous chapter arise,
an introduction to the concept of relaxation is needed.

Relaxation was brie�y mentioned above and is the process by which
the equilibrium magnetisation is regenerated. Two kinds of relaxation is
introduced: the R1 and

R2

spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation, R1 = 1/T1 and the
spin-spin or transverse relaxation, R2 = 1/T2. The longitudinal (T1) and the
transverse (T2) relaxation times are de�ned as the time to which the signal
has decayed from 1 to 1/e. Longitudinal relaxation is the process by which
the magnetisation is rebuild along the z-axis. For a system to return to equi-
librium, transitions from the excited state to the ground state must occur
and the energy di�erence must be exchanged with the surroundings � the
lattice. Transverse relaxation describes the decay of the xy-plane magneti-
sation and stems from small di�erences throughout an ensemble originating
from interactions between nuclei (spin-spin interactions) and leads to small
di�erences in the Larmor frequency of the nuclei, which slowly dephases the
signal (see �gure 3.6) � if not all parts of the magnetisation vector rotates
equally fast, the total magnetisation vector will slowly decrease in length.

The following rate-equations, which hold both in the laboratory and
rotating frame, have to be incorporated into the equation of motion:

Ṁx = −R2Mx (3.43)

Ṁy = −R2My (3.44)

Ṁz = R1(M0 −Mz) (3.45)

The modi�cation of the equation of motion (3.25) becomes:

˙̄(M r) = γM̄ r× B̄eff −

R2

R2

R1

 M̄ r+R1M0ẑ for B̄eff ≡ B̄r+
ω1

γ
ẑ (3.46)

This is the Bloch equation (in the rotating-frame), which is normally writ-
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of relaxation due to dephasing. Arrows in the co-
ordinate systems represent magnetisation arising from nuclei with tiny dif-
ferences in Larmor frequency. The arrows below the coordinate systems
represent the total magnetisation.

ten:

˙̄(M r) =

−R2 −Ω −γBrf
y

Ω −R2 γBrf
x

γBrf
y −γBrf

x −R1

 M̄ r +R1M0

0
0
1

Bloch
equation

(3.47)

For an on-resonance x-phase electromagnetic �eld (using equation (3.28))
this becomes

˙̄(M r) =

−R2 0 0
0 −R2 −ωrf
0 ωrf −R1

 M̄ r +R1M0

0
0
1

 (3.48)

and without electromagnetic �elds (frame transformation still chosen such
that Ω = 0)

˙̄(M r) =

−R2 0 0
0 −R2 0
0 0 −R1

 M̄ r +R1M0

0
0
1

 (3.49)
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3.6 Shielding

To complete this introduction to the classical description of NMR the con-
cept of shielding needs to be introduced. Shortly, the shielding determines
the placement of the peaks in the spectrum.

The shielding of a nucleus is mainly determined by the electron density
surrounding the nucleus. The moving electrons (charges) will generate a
magnetic �eld anti-aligned with the stationary (external) magnetic �eld,
which lowers the �eld experienced by the nucleus. The more shielded the
lower the resonance frequency. In the liquid-state the shielding, σ, ful�ls
the equation shielding

B = (1− σ)B0 (3.50)

where B is the �eld experienced by the nucleus. This can be written

ω = (1− σ)ω0 (3.51)

and it is obvious that the resonance frequency is lowered compared to the
Larmor frequency if σ > 0. This is a very important property for NMR,
since it is the di�erences in shielding, which makes it possible to distinguish
identical nuclei in di�erent positions in a molecule.

The chemical shift, δ, is introduced as the scale of reference in NMR
spectra, since it is independent of the magnetic �eld strength; it is de�ned
as chemical

shift
δ ≡

Ωref − Ω

ω0
· 106 = (σref − σ) · 106 (3.52)

where σref is the shielding and Ωref the corresponding observed frequency of
the reference compound, normally TMS (tetramethylsilane) for protons and
carbons. The chemical shift is always reported in ppm ppm(parts per million),
since the di�erences are around 10−6 compared to ω0. It is left as an exercise
to prove the last equality of the equation (exercise 9).

This concludes the classical description of NMR presented here.
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3.7 Exercises

1. Determine M̄(t) for M̄(0) = M0ẑ and B̄eff given by equation (3.28).

2. Determine M̄(t) for M̄(0) = M0ẑ and B̄rf = 2Brf cos(ωrf t)ŷ. That is,
show that this �eld leads to a co-rotating part

B̄rf =

−Brf sinω1t
Brf cosω1t

0


determine B̄tot = B̄rf +B̄0 transform to the rotating frame, determine
B̄eff , and �nally determine M̄(t).

3. Determine M̄ after a y-phase π/2 pulse (pulse along the positive y-
axis), M̄(0) = M0ẑ.

4. What is di�erent between the signal obtained after a y-phase π/2
pulse and a −y-phase π/2 pulse - and an x-phase pulse (if the phase
correction is kept equal φcorr = 0)? What signal intensity will be
obtained after a π-pulse (and a nπ-pulse, where n is an integer)?

5. Mention pros and cons of the absorptive and dispersive line shapes.

6. Establish an equation for the line width (of the absorptive line shape),
i.e., the width at half-hight (hint: use equation (3.41), choose Ω =
0, and determine ω1/2,which ful�ls s(ω1/2) = s(0)/2) - remember to
multiply with 2 at the end...).

7. At t = 0 a signal has intensity s0. The decay is governed by the
transverse relaxation rate R2 = 1 s−1. What is the intensity after 1
s and after 5 s. Determine a relation between R2 and t1/2 de�ned by
s(t1/2) = 1

2s(0). Hint: Use equation (3.43)

8. Provide a solution Mz(t) to the Bloch equation (or equation (3.45))
for Mx(0) = My(0) = 0 and Mz(0) = −M0. No electromagnetic
�elds, only the stationary magnetic �eld Bz = B0 (Bx = By = 0).
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This is the equation used to determine R1 � how would you design
the experiment? Draw the pulse sequence.

9. Prove the last equality in equation (3.52). Use ω = (1−σ)ω0 for both
reference and signal and the de�nition of Ω.

10. At a 700 MHz spectrometer the chemical shift of a proton resonance is
determined to 10 ppm. Determine the frequency of the proton in Hz.
On the same spectrometer the chemical shift of a carbon-13 resonance
is determined to 70 ppm. Determine the frequency of the carbon in
Hz.
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Chapter 4

The NMR spectrometer

This chapter is intended to give a very brief introduction to the equipment
needed for liquid-state NMR spectroscopy, i.e., the NMR spectrometer.

The spectrometer consists of a strong magnet and a lot of electronics,
which is sketched in �gure 4.1 and which basic properties are described in
points in the following.

4.1 Components of the spectrometer

• The magnet is typically formed by a super-conducting coil surround-
ing the sample, probe head, and shim coils (vide infra). The coil is
placed inside a double Dewar �ask and is kept super-conducting, i.e.,
supercooled by liquid helium surrounded by liquid nitrogen. The big
Dewar �ask is the only visible sign of the NMR magnet. The mo-
tivation for using a superconducting magnet is to obtain a magnetic
�eld as strong and homogeneous as possible in order to achieve high
sensitivity and spectral resolution.

• The shim-coils are the �rst layer of electronics inside the magnet.
With their di�erent geometries, it is possible to correct small inho-
mogeneities in the magnetic �eld, such that the �eld inhomogeneities
inside the sample is less then 10−9 (1 Hz in 1 GHz).

31
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Figure 4.1: Left: An example of a spectrometer (with automatic sample
changer on top). In the foreground is the rf-console. Right: A diagram of
the equipment in an NMR spectrometer; thick lines mark cable connections.

• The probe (or actually only the probe head) is placed inside the shim-
coils and generate and receive the electromagnetic �elds. It consists
of a number of coils (depending on how many nuclei it can handle in
one experiment, since each circuit has to be tuned and match to the
resonance frequency of the nucleus � like a radio is tuned to a station)
and basically acts as an antenna, which sends pulses and receives
signals from the sample. The design of this antenna is, however, more
coil-like, since it has to generate the electromagnetic �eld inside as
opposed to the antenna, which sends the signals away. The probe also
have a speci�c coil for locking the frequency (normally of deuterium)
in order to adjust for small changes in the �eld over time. Most probes
also have coils for making magnetic �eld gradients used in advanced
NMR experiments.

• The sample (a tiny glass tube, typically 5 mm in diameter holding a
sample volume ∼ 0.5 mL) is placed inside the probe (normally inserted
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by an air lift from the top of the spectrometer).

• The rf-console (radio frequency console) contains most of the electron-
ics needed for the spectrometer to function. To generate the pulses
the rf-console has a pulse generator / frequency synthesiser, which cre-
ates the shape of the electromagnetic �elds, and an ampli�er for each
channel (coil in the probe). To detect the signals there is a quadrature
detection system, electronic �lters (to minimise noise) and an ADC
(analogue-to-digital converter), which converts the measured signals
to data. Furthermore, the rf-console contains shim, temperature and
gradient controllers. The rf-console is the big cabinet placed next to
the magnet in the laboratory. Outside the cabinet, between the rf-
console and the magnet is the preampli�er, which ampli�es the weak
measured signals before attenuation in the cables weakens the signals
to much.

• A temperature regulator is often used to keep the temperature of the
sample constant to avoid broadening of the signals, since the chemical
shift is temperature dependent.

• The computer is the user interface of the NMR spectrometer, where
experiments are set up and data processed and saved.

4.2 Exercises

1. Explain why the magnetic �eld should be strong to provide good sen-
sitivity and resolution.

2. Explain why the measurement of a deuterium signal can provide a
lock of the proton frequency.

3. Explain why a good homogeneity of the magnetic �eld is important
to obtain high spectral resolution.
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Chapter 5

Quantum mechanical

description of NMR

spectroscopy

To be able to understand systems of coupled nuclei, i.e., nuclei, which spins
are mutually in�uenced, and many other aspects of modern NMR spec-
troscopy, a description is needed, which takes into account the entire quan-
tum state of the spin ensemble. This description is quantum statistical
mechanics, which is a very complicated and big subject. In this chapter,
however, a brief introduction to the subject will be given. The aim is to pro-
vide an understanding of the density operator, which describes the quantum
state of the spin ensemble, and the time evolution of this operator. This
will give the theoretical background for the product operators, which will be
introduced in the following chapter and are the key to (in a simple manner)
understand advanced NMR experiments.
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5.1 Wave functions, the Hamiltonian, and the

Schrödinger equation

In quantum mechanics the state is characterised by a wave function, ψ,
which contains all information about the state. Symbolically it is written
(in the bra-ket / Dirac notation)

ψn = cn|n〉 (5.1)

where cn is the amplitude of state n representing the quantum number
characterising the state. It is in general complex and the complex conjugate1

is written
ψ∗n = c∗n〈n| (5.2)

For the spin-1/2 nucleus the wave functions for the two states look like

ψ+1/2 = |+ 1/2〉 and ψ−1/2 = | − 1/2〉 (5.3)

In the quantum world particles are not in one state or another � one
particle can easily be distributed over several states, and we say that it is
in a superpositionsuper-

position
of the states. For the spin-1/2 nucleus this means that

the general wave function can be written:

|ψ〉 = c+1/2|+ 1/2〉+ c−1/2| − 1/2〉 (5.4)

where cn are determined by the distribution of the superposition.
Instead of being able to calculate the exact value of some quality, we are

left with a probability � if we measure the state of the nucleus, which was
in a superposition of the two states, |+ 1/2〉 and | − 1/2〉, we will measure
that it is in one of them(!). However, if we measure on a lot of nuclei
in the same superposition, we will get a distribution. The probabilities of
the measurement to result in the di�erent values are characterised by the
expectation valueexpec-

tation
value

, which is obtained by letting the operator for the given

1Complex conjugation: c = a+ ib⇒ c∗ = a− ib
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quantity act on the wave function and calculating the inner product of the
obtained wave function and the original wave function. This is de�ned as:

〈A〉 =

∫
ψ∗AψdV (5.5)

where A is an arbitrary operator and the integration is over the space of
wave functions. In bra-ket notation this reads:

〈A〉 = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 =
∑
n1,n2

cn1c
∗
n2
〈n2|A|n1〉 (5.6)

An outer product, on the other hand, is an operator

A = |ψ1〉〈ψ2| =
∑
n1,n2

cn1c
∗
n2
|n1〉〈n2| (5.7)

The operator for energy is called the Hamiltonian Hamilto-
nian

, H. For a stationary
state, the wave function is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian. That is,
the result of letting the Hamiltonian operate on the wave function is the
wave function itself multiplied by a constant, the eigenvalue:

H|n〉 = En|n〉 (5.8)

The eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian is the energy of the state.
For the spin-1/2 nucleus in a magnetic �eld along the z-axis, the |+1/2〉

and | − 1/2〉 are the eigen-states and their energies are, see equation (2.4)

H|+ 1/2〉 = −γ~mB0|+ 1/2〉 = −γ~1
2B0|+ 1/2〉

H| − 1/2〉 = −γ~mB0| − 1/2〉 = γ~1
2B0| − 1/2〉 (5.9)

and we see that the Hamiltonian for this system in bra-ket notation becomes
(see exercise 1)

H = −1
2γ~B0 (|+ 1/2〉〈+1/2| − | − 1/2〉〈−1/2|) (5.10)

The Hamiltonian also governs the time evolution of the states, since the
time evolution is determined as the solution to the Schrödinger equation Schrö-

dinger
equationψ̇ = − i

~Hψ (5.11)
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Here and in the following we set ~ = 1 for convenience. With this, the
Schrödinger equation becomes

ψ̇ = −iHψSchrö-
dinger

equation

(5.12)

or for the complex conjugate

ψ̇∗ = iψ∗H (5.13)

In the bra-ket notation these equations become
˙|ψ〉 = −iH|ψ〉 ˙〈ψ| = 〈ψ|iH (5.14)

This constitutes the fundamental postulates of quantum mechanics re-
quired for the introduction to statistical quantum mechanics.

5.2 The density operator and the Liouville-von

Neumann equation

Statistical quantum mechanics is the physics of ensembles of quantum sys-
tems, in this case the spin of the nuclei.

The density operator ρ is introduced as the ensemble averaged (indicated
by the over-bar) outer product of the wave functions

ρ ≡ |ψ〉〈ψ| =
∑
n1,n2

cn1c
∗
n2
|n1〉〈n2| (5.15)

In analogy to the wave function, which contains all information about the
state, the density operator contains all information about the ensemble.

We will now determine the di�erential equation, which describes the
time evolution of the ensemble. First we use the product rule for di�eren-
tiation and secondly we substitute using the Scrödinger equation (5.14)

ρ̇ = ˙|ψ〉〈ψ|+ |ψ〉 ˙〈ψ|
= −iH|ψ〉〈ψ|+ |ψ〉〈ψ|iH

= −i
(
H|ψ〉〈ψ| − |ψ〉〈ψ|H

)
= −i

[
H, |ψ〉〈ψ|

]
(5.16)
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where the commutator has been introduced in the last line. The commutator
of two operators A and B is simply

[A,B] ≡ AB −BA (5.17)

and is an important quantity, since if zero the order of the operators is unim-
portant. Finally we back substitute to ρ and obtain the "density operator
Scrödinger equation" called the Liouville-von Neumann equation Liouville-

von
Neumann
equation

ρ̇ = −i[H,ρ] (5.18)

This is the equation of motion in the stationary frame, however, similarly
to the classical description, chapter 3, the equation in a transformed frame
is needed. The transformation is an arbitrary uniform transformation (ro-
tation around an arbitrary vector) ¯̄U , and the transformation (rotation) of
a matrix operator is given by:

ρr = ¯̄Uρ ¯̄U−1 (5.19)

By use of the product rule for di�erentiation we obtain

˙(ρr) =
·

( ¯̄Uρ ¯̄U−1)=
˙̄̄
Uρ ¯̄U−1 + ¯̄U ρ̇ ¯̄U−1 + ¯̄Uρ

˙̄̄
U−1

The second term is rewritten using equation (5.18) and ¯̄U−1 ¯̄U = ¯̄1

¯̄U ρ̇ ¯̄U−1 = −i ¯̄U [H,ρ] ¯̄U−1 = −i ¯̄U (Hρ− ρH) ¯̄U−1

= −i
(

¯̄UHρ ¯̄U−1 − ¯̄UρH ¯̄U−1
)

= −i
(

¯̄UH ¯̄U−1 ¯̄Uρ ¯̄U−1 − ¯̄Uρ ¯̄U−1 ¯̄UH ¯̄U−1
)

= −i (Hrρr − ρrHr) = −i[Hr,ρr]

The �rst and the third term is rewritten using ¯̄U−1 ¯̄U = ¯̄U ¯̄U−1 = ¯̄1 and

0 = ˙̄̄1 =
·

( ¯̄U ¯̄U−1)=
˙̄̄
U ¯̄U−1 + ¯̄U

˙̄̄
U−1 ⇒ ˙̄̄

U ¯̄U−1 = − ¯̄U
˙̄̄
U−1 giving

˙̄̄
Uρ ¯̄U−1 + ¯̄Uρ

˙̄̄
U−1 =

˙̄̄
U
(

¯̄U−1 ¯̄U
)
ρ ¯̄U−1 + ¯̄Uρ

(
¯̄U−1 ¯̄U

)
˙̄̄
U−1

=
˙̄̄
U ¯̄U−1ρr + ρr ¯̄U

˙̄̄
U−1 = − ¯̄U

˙̄̄
U−1ρr + ρr ¯̄U

˙̄̄
U−1

= −[ ¯̄U
˙̄̄
U−1,ρr]
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Combining all three terms we obtain

˙(ρr) = −i[Hr,ρr]− [ ¯̄U
˙̄̄
U−1,ρr]

which is rewritten in terms of the e�ective Hamiltonian, HeffLiouville-
von

Neumann
equation
in trans-
formed
frame

:

˙(ρr) = −i[Heff ,ρ
r] for Heff = Hr − i ¯̄U

˙̄̄
U−1 (5.20)

This is the Liouville-von Neumann equation in a transformed frame. We
notice that the e�ective Hamiltonian is identical to the original Hamiltonian
for time-independent transformations. This is, however, not the case for the
rotating frame transformation.

In the next section solutions to this equation will be determined and we
will see how the density operator evolves in time.

5.3 Evolution of the density operator

This section is devoted to solving the Liouville-von Neumann equation.
A neat solution to the Liouville-von Neumann equation (5.18) (or (5.20))

only exists for time-independent Hamiltonians H (or Heff ). In that case
the solution issolution

to the
Liouville-

von
Neumann
equation

ρ(t) = e−iHtρ(0)eiHt (5.21)

which is veri�ed by di�erentiation using the product rule

·
ρ(t) =

·
(e−iHtρ(0)eiHt)

= −iHe−iHtρ(0)eiHt + e−iHtρ(0)iHeiHt

= −i
(
He−iHtρ(0)eiHt − e−iHtρ(0)eiHtH

)
= −i (Hρ(t)− ρ(t)H) = −i[H,ρ(t)]

where HeiHt = eiHtH (which can be proven by Taylor expansion of the
exponential function) was used in line 3.

In the case of a time-dependent Hamiltonian equation (5.20) can be
used: If a transformation ¯̄U is chosen such thatHeff is left time-independent
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then equation (5.21) again represents a solution (with H →Heff ). This is
exactly the case of electromagnetic irradiation treated classically in chapter
3. We will return to the solution using the quantum mechanical description
later, proceeding by derivation of a very important relation, which is used
to evaluate equation (5.21).

For general operators A, B, and C satisfying the commutation relation

[A,B] = iC cyclic
commuta-
tion
relation

(5.22)

and all permutations, i.e.,
[C,A] = iB

[B,C] = iA

the following relation holds true

e−iθCAeiθC = cθA+ sθB relation
for
cyclicly
commu-
tating
operators

(5.23)

This relation is a great help in evaluating the right side of equation (5.21),
because it is often possible to establish an operator set including ρ(0),Heff ,
and a third operator, which ful�ls the cyclic commutation relation, (5.22).
This renders the determination of the time evolution of the density operator
a trivial task as we will see in the next chapter, where a convenient basis
for the density operator is introduced. Equation (5.24) is often written
symbolically

A
θC−−→ cθA+ sθB evolution

of cyclicly
commu-
tating
operators

(5.24)

underlining the concept of evolution, i.e., under the in�uence of the operator
C, the operator A evolves into a linear combination of A and B. In other
words, in the subspace of A, B, and C given by �gure 5.1, the right hand
rule (�gure 3.1) applies. Typically A represents the density operator and
θC = Ht, where the Hamiltonian H typically is formulated as the product
of an angular frequency, ω, and an operator, implying that θ = ωt (see
chapter 6).

Proof of equation (5.23): Let f be given as

f = e−iθCAeiθC
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C

B

A

Figure 5.1: The subspace of the cyclicly commuting operators A, B, and
C.

then

df

dθ
= −iCe−iθCAeiθC + e−iθCAiCeiθC

= −i
(
e−iθCCAeiθC − e−iθCACeiθC

)
= −i

(
e−iθC(CA−AC)eiθC

)
= −ie−iθC [C,A]eiθC

= e−iθCBeiθC

and

d2f

dθ2
=

d

dθ

(
e−iθCBeiθC

)
= −iCe−iθCBeiθC + e−iθCBiCeiθC

= −i
(
e−iθCCBeiθC − e−iθCBCeiθC

)
= −i

(
e−iθC(CB −BC)eiθC

)
= −ie−iθC [C,B]eiθC

= −e−iθBAeiθB

= −f
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A solution to this second order di�erential equation is of the form

f = acθ + ibsθ ⇒
df

dθ
= −asθ + ibcθ ⇒

d2f

dθ2
= −acθ − ibsθ = −f

where a and b are constants or in this case operators. The constants are
determined using the boundary conditions f(0) = A and df

dθ

∣∣∣
θ=0

= B:

f(0) = ac0 + ibs0 = a⇒ a = A

df

dθ

∣∣∣∣
θ=0

= −as0 + ibc0 = ib⇒ ib = B

which �nally proves equation (5.23).
This concludes the general introduction to the quantum mechanical de-

scription of NMR. To get further we need to introduce a basis set for writing
operators; this basis is called product operators.

5.4 Exercises

1. Use the properties 〈m|n〉 = 0 and 〈m|m〉 = 1 for m 6= n to show that
the operator

Iz = ~m|m〉〈m| (5.25)

returns the z-component, ~m, of the nuclear spin , i.e.,

Iz|m〉 = ~m|m〉

and use the same properties to construct the Hamiltonian equation
(5.10) from equation (5.9).

2. Use the probability operators

P+1/2 = |+ 1/2〉〈+1/2| and P−1/2 = | − 1/2〉〈−1/2|

together with equation (5.6) to determine the probability of measuring
Iz = +~/2 and Iz = −~/2 given the wave function

ψ = 1
4 |+ 1/2〉+

√
15
4 | − 1/2〉 (5.26)
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3. Use the Hamiltonian equation (5.10) to determine the energy of the
spin, which wave function is given by equation (5.26), in a stationary
magnetic �eld aligned along the z-axis.

4. Show that the density operator (in bra-ket notation) for an ensemble
of 1 spin described by the wave function equation (5.26) is

ρ = 1
16 |+ 1/2〉〈+1/2|+ 15

16 | − 1/2〉〈−1/2|

+
√

15
16 (|+ 1/2〉〈−1/2|+ | − 1/2〉〈+1/2|)

An ensemble of n spins described by the same wave function is de-
scribed by the same density operator � why?

5. Determine the density operator ρ for an ensemble consisting of nuclear
spins (in a magnetic �eld) described by

ψ1 = |+1/2〉, ψ2 = |+1/2〉, ψ3 = |−1/2〉, ψ4 = 1√
2
|+1/2〉+ 1√

2
|−1/2〉

and show that the trace of the operator is 1, i.e., that

〈+1/2|ρ|+ 1/2〉+ 〈−1/2|ρ| − 1/2〉 = 1

This means that the density operator is normalised.



Chapter 6

The product operators

In the following the product operators [8] are introduced as a basis for
writing the density operator ρ (introduced in the previous chapter), which
contains all NMR relevant information about the spin-state of the ensemble
(of nuclei). The introduction is application oriented and a couple of rules,
which makes product operator calculations (i.e., description of the evolution
of the spin-state during an NMR experiment) fast and easy.

6.1 The Cartesian basis

The Cartesian basis is the most useful basis for determination of the evolu-
tion of the spin-state, since some very elegant and easily applicable relations
can be established.

For one spin-1/2 nucleus the basis consists of four operators (α = +1/2
and β = −1/2)

1 = |α〉〈α|+ |β〉〈β| Ix = 1
2(|β〉〈α|+ |α〉〈β|) Cartesian

basis

Iy = i
2(|β〉〈α| − |α〉〈β|) Iz = 1

2(|α〉〈α| − |β〉〈β|)
(6.1)

45
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which in matrix representation becomesmatrix
represen-

tation ¯̄1 =

(
1 0
0 1

)
¯̄Ix =

1

2

(
0 1
1 0

)
¯̄Iy =

1

2

(
0 −i
i 0

)
¯̄Iz =

1

2

(
1 0
0 −1

)
(6.2)

where the relation between the α-β-notation and the vector notation is
chosen as

|α〉 =

(
1
0

)
|β〉 =

(
0
1

)
〈α| =

(
1 0

)
〈β| =

(
0 1

)
(6.3)

whereby the relations are obtained

|α〉〈α| =
(

1 0
0 0

)
|β〉〈β| =

(
0 0
0 1

)

|α〉〈β| =
(

0 1
0 0

)
|β〉〈α| =

(
0 0
1 0

) (6.4)

A basis for two (coupled) spins are obtained by a direct product1 (⊗)
of two single-spin bases

direct
product

¯̄A⊗ ¯̄B =

(
a11 a12

a21 a22

)
⊗
(
b11 b12

b21 b22

)
≡


a11b11 a12b11 a11b12 a12b12

a21b11 a22b11 a21b12 a22b12

a11b21 a12b21 a11b22 a12b22

a21b21 a22b21 a21b22 a22b22


(6.5)

which for Ii representing one spin and Si representing another spin in the
Cartesian operator basis gives a basis consisting of 16 operators (the ⊗ is
always omitted)2-spin

product
operators 1, Ix, Iy, Iz, Sx, Sy, Sz, 2IxSx, 2IySx, 2IzSx,

2IxSy, 2IySy, 2IzSy, 2IxSz, 2IySz, 2IzSz
(6.6)

The unity operator is always implicit in Ii = Ii1 and Si = 1Si. The matrix
representations can easily be obtained using equations (6.2) and (6.5).

1This is the origin of the name, product operators.
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In the bra-ket notation the direct product is de�ned as

|m〉 ⊗ |n〉 ≡ |mn〉 (6.7)

so for instance |α〉 ⊗ |α〉 ≡ |αα〉.
The Cartesian product operator basis is by application of the direct

product expandable to as many spins as needed for instance a 3-spin system.

6.2 Evolution of product operators

To determine the evolution of the product operators we only need to prove
commutation relations (equation (5.22)), whereby equation (5.24) can be
used to determine evolution relations.

We take Ix, Iy, Iz as an example:

[ ¯̄Ix,
¯̄Iy] = ¯̄Ix

¯̄Iy − ¯̄Iy
¯̄Ix

=
1

2

(
0 1
1 0

)
1

2

(
0 −i
i 0

)
− 1

2

(
0 −i
i 0

)
1

2

(
0 1
1 0

)
=

1

4

(
i 0
0 −i

)
− 1

4

(
−i 0
0 i

)
=
i

2

(
1 0
0 −1

)
= i ¯̄Iz (6.8)

or in the bra-ket-notation:

[Ix, Iy] =
1

2
(|β〉〈α|+ |α〉〈β|) i

2
(|β〉〈α| − |α〉〈β|)

− i

2
(|β〉〈α| − |α〉〈β|)1

2
(|β〉〈α|+ |α〉〈β|)

=
i

4
(|β〉〈α|β〉〈α| − |β〉〈α|α〉〈β|+ |α〉〈β|β〉〈α| − |α〉〈β|α〉〈β|)

− i

4
(|β〉〈α|β〉〈α|+ |β〉〈α|α〉〈β| − |α〉〈β|β〉〈α| − |α〉〈β|α〉〈β|)

=
i

4
(0− |β〉〈β|+ |α〉〈α| − 0− 0− |β〉〈β|+ |α〉〈α|+ 0)

=
i

2
(|α〉〈α| − |β〉〈β|) = iIz (6.9)
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Iz

Iy

Ix

Figure 6.1: The rotation subspace of Ix, Iy, Iz.

where 〈m|n〉 = 0 for m 6= n and 〈m|m〉 = 1 have been applied. Likewise we
get

[Iz, Ix] = iIy (6.10)

[Iy, Iz] = iIx (6.11)

So {Ix, Iy, Iz} ful�ls the requirement of equation (5.22) and we can use
equation (5.24) on this set of operators. This gives

Ix
θIz−−→ cθIx + sθIy

Iy
θIz−−→ cθIy − sθIx

Iz
θIx−−→ cθIz − sθIy

etc.

The evolutions follow the right hand rule (�gure 3.1) and it is convenient
to express the relation in a coordinate system, �gure 6.1.

A lot of these rotation subspaces can be identi�ed and are shown in
�gure 6.2.
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Iz

Iy

Ix

Sz

Sy

Sx

2IzSi

2IySi

Ix

2IzSi

Iy

2IxSi

Iz

2IySi

2IxSi

2IiSz

2IiSy

Sx

2IiSz

Sy

2IiSx

Sz

2IiSy

2IiSx

Figure 6.2: The rotation subspaces for the Cartesian 2-spin product opera-
tors, equation (6.6).
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Rulerule for
evolution

of
operator

for determining the evolution of an operator A under in�uence by
an operator C:

1. If A and C belong to a common subspace of �gure 6.2, use this
subspace to determine B (the third operator of the subspace) in

A
θC−−→ cθA+ sθB (5.24)

and the right hand rule (�gure 3.1) to determine the evolution.

2. If A and C do not belong to a common subspace of �gure 6.2,
determine [A,C] and if this is zero no evolution occurs, i.e., A is
una�ected by C.

If a third spin is included (a 3-spin system) or even higher spin-systems
the rule and the �gure 6.2 are still applicable, since the operators, which
in�uence the system, will still be a 2-spin operator (since interactions are
pair-wise between the nuclei). Therefore one of the three spins will act as a
spectator spin, i.e., the operator representing the spin will not be a�ected by
the operator of in�uence and can be treated as a constant in the calculations.

6.3 Basic elements of pulse sequences

In liquid-state NMR nearly all pulse sequences consist of three elements: de-
lays, pulses, and continuous rf irradiation (decoupling). We will investigate
the e�ect of these elements by introduction of the respective Hamiltonians.

6.3.1 Delays

Delays are time periods without any rf irradiation, i.e., the spins are left
with the stationary magnetic �eld and their mutual interactions.

A single spin, i.e., without any interactions to surrounding spins, is
a�ected only by the stationary magnetic �eld and the Hamiltonian is given
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by equation (5.10). We rewrite in terms of Iz

H = −1
2γ~B0 (|+ 1/2〉〈+1/2| − | − 1/2〉〈−1/2|)

= ω0
1
2(|α〉〈α| − |β〉〈β|) = ω0Iz

where the Larmor frequency equation (3.13) has been used. With ωI equal
to the Larmor frequency of spin I, the chemical shift Hamiltonian becomes

chemical
shift
Hamilto-
nian

Hcs = ωIIz (6.12)

This is the Hamiltonian of a single spin-1/2 nuclei in a magnetic �eld.
The subscript indicates that the chemical shift determines the size of the
Hamiltonian.

The evolution of the density operator for a single spin during a delay
can now be determined using the rule derived in section 5.3. We investigate
the two cases of initial longitudinal (aligned with the z-axis) and transverse
(in the xy-plane) magnetisation:

[Iz, Iz] = 0 (6.13)

so the second rule applies and Iz is una�ected by the Hamiltonian

Iz
Hcst=ωI tIz−−−−−−−−→ Iz (6.14)

On the other hand the subspace {Ix, Iy, Iz} is found to contain both Iz
and the transverse components so the right hand rule applies

Ix
ωI tIz−−−→ cωI tIx + sωI tIy (6.15)

Iy
ωI tIz−−−→ cωI tIy − sωI tIx (6.16)

If one wants to underline the fact that the rotating frame is used, ω could
be exchange with Ω, however, this is often implicit. The results obtained
are exactly the results obtained using the classical description page 13�14.

A more complicated case occurs for mutually interacting spins. The
scalar coupling � being the only large coupling in the liquid-state � describes
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the interaction between two nuclei mediated by the binding electrons. The
size in Hz is J and 2πJ in rad/s and for weakly coupled spins (2πJIS �
|ωI − ωS |, ωI being the Larmor frequency for spin I and ωS for spin S) the
energy level for each spin is split in two. This can be summarised as

H|αIαS〉 = 1
2(ωI + ωS + 1

22πJ)|αIαS〉 (6.17)

H|αIβS〉 = 1
2(ωI − ωS − 1

22πJ)|αIβS〉 (6.18)

H|βIαS〉 = 1
2(−ωI + ωS − 1

22πJ)|βIαS〉 (6.19)

H|βIβS〉 = 1
2(−ωI − ωS + 1

22πJ)|βIβS〉 (6.20)

The corresponding frequencies in the spectrum can be checked to match the
observed, i.e., two of ωI ± 1

22πJ and two of ωS ± 1
22πJ :

EαIαS → βIαS = 〈αIαS |H|αIαS〉 − 〈βIαS |H|βIαS〉
= 1

2(ωI + ωS + 1
22πJ)− 1

2(−ωI + ωS − 1
22πJ)

= (ωI + 1
22πJ)

EαIβS → βIβS = 1
2(ωI − ωS − 1

22πJ)− 1
2(−ωI − ωS + 1

22πJ)

= (ωI − 1
22πJ)

EαIαS → αIβS = 1
2(ωI + ωS + 1

22πJ)− 1
2(ωI − ωS − 1

22πJ)

= (ωS + 1
22πJ)

EβIαS → βIβS = 1
2(−ωI + ωS − 1

22πJ)− 1
2(−ωI − ωS + 1

22πJ)

= (ωS − 1
22πJ)

The energy levels results in the observed frequencies, and the last step is to
express the Hamiltonian in the Cartesian basis. Identifying

2IzSz = 21
2 (|αI〉〈αI | − |βI〉〈βI |)⊗ 1

2 (|αS〉〈αS | − |βS〉〈βS |)
= 1

2 (|αIαS〉〈αIαS | − |αIβS〉〈αIβS | − |βIαS〉〈βIαS |+ |αIαS〉〈αIαS |)

and neglecting ωI and ωS , which are already included in Hcs, the coupling
Hamiltonian is written (we de�ne ωJ ≡ πJ)

J-coupling
Hamil-
tonian

HJ= ωJ21
2(|αIαS〉〈αIαS | − |αIβS〉〈αIβS | − |βIαS〉〈βIαS |+ |βIβS〉〈βIβS |)

= ωJ2IzSz (6.21)
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This is the coupling Hamiltonian in the case of weak coupling.
A pattern of the energy contribution from the J-coupling can be seen in

equations (6.17)�(6.20): the sign of the contribution depends on whether
the spins are aligned or anti-aligned. The scalar product of two vectors has
the same property and the complete Hamiltonian for scalar coupling (also
for ωJ ∼ |ωI − ωS |) is given by the scalar product

HJ = ωJ2Ī · S̄ = ωJ2(IxSx + IySy + IzSz) (6.22)

This so called strong (i.e., complete) coupling Hamiltonian is only relevant
in the case of 2ωJ ∼ |ωI −ωS | and if a pulse sequence is designed to contin-
uously refocus (see section 6.4.1) the chemical shifts. In general equation
(6.21) is the Hamiltonian for the J-coupling interaction.

The evolution due to the J-coupling becomes

Iz
HJ t=ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−−−−−→ Iz (6.23)

since

[Iz, IzSz] = 0 (6.24)

and

Ix
ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ cωJ tIx + sωJ t2IySz (6.25)

Iy
ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ cωJ tIy − sωJ t2IxSz (6.26)

and further

2IxSz
ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ cωJ t2IxSz + sωJ tIy (6.27)

2IySz
ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ cωJ t2IySz − sωJ tIx (6.28)

where the two �rst subspaces in the middle row of �gure 6.2 have been used.
Similar results are found for Sx and Sy magnetisation.
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6.3.2 Pulses

Pulses represent short, high amplitude, on-resonance rf irradiation of the
spins. The phase determines the orientation of the generated magnetic �eld
in the xy-plane and the pulse length and amplitude determines the �ip-
angle, i.e., how many degrees the magnetisation is rotated.

The electromagnetic �eld from the rf irradiation leaves the Hamiltonian
time-dependent. In analogy to equation (3.15) and (6.12), the Hamiltonian
for the co-rotating part of an x-phase electromagnetic �eld becomes

Hrf = ωrf (cω1tIx + sω1tIy) (6.29)

This Hamiltonian is clearly time-dependent, and a transformation leaving
it time-independent is needed. This transformation is

U = eiω1tIz (6.30)

To use equation (5.20), the full Hamiltonian is needed. It is given by
the sum of chemical shift Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian of the electro-
magnetic �eld

H = Hcs +Hrf = ω0Iz + ωrf (cω1tIx + sω1tIy) (6.31)

and the e�ective Hamiltonian can be calculated

Heff = Hr − i ¯̄U
˙̄̄
U−1

= eiω1tIz (ω0Iz + ωrf (cω1tIx + sω1tIy)) e−iω1tIz

− ieiω1tIz(−iω1Iz)e−iω1tIz

= ω0Iz + ωrf (cω1t(cω1tIx − sω1tIy) + sω1t(cω1tIy + sω1tIx)

− ω1Ize
iω1tIze−iω1tIz

= ω0Iz + ωrf
(
(c2
ω1t + s2

ω1t)Ix − (cω1tsω1t − sω1tcω1t)Iy
)
− ω1Iz

= ω0Iz + ωrfIx − ω1Iz

= (ω0 − ω1)Iz + ωrfIx
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where equality 3 is obtained using the rule obtained in section 5.3 and
[Iz, Iz] = 0. The transformation succeeded in leaving the e�ective Hamil-
tonian time-independent, whereby the solution is given by equation (5.21).
For an on-resonance �eld, i.e., Ω = ω0 − ω1 = 0 the e�ective Hamiltonian
becomes

Heff = ωrfIx (6.32)

The result can be summarised as follows: During irradiation with an
on-resonance electromagnetic �eld, the e�ective magnetic �eld experienced
by the spins in the rotating frame is a stationary magnetic �eld aligned
along the axis given by the phase of the �eld. This means that the Hamil-
tonian becomes identical to the chemical shift Hamiltonian except for the
amplitude ωI → ωrf and the phase, φ (Iz → Ix or Iy or a combination): Hamil-

tonian for
a pulseHeff = ωrf (cφIx + sφIy) (6.33)

The time t and the amplitude ωrf are adjusted to give the desired �ip-angle
α = ωrf t:

U(α,φ)−−−−→=
α(cφIx+sφIy)
−−−−−−−−−→ (6.34)

so the evolution due to a 90◦ x-phase pulse becomes

U(
π
2 ,x)

−−−−−→=
π
2 Ix
−−−→ (6.35)

and similarly for a y-phase pulse. The evolution due to a 180◦ x-phase pulse
likewise becomes

U(π,x)−−−−→=
πIx−−→ (6.36)

The e�ect of an x-phase 90◦-pulse becomes

Ix

π
2 Ix
−−−→ Ix (6.37)

since
[Ix, Ix] = 0 (6.38)
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and

Iz

π
2 Ix
−−−→ cπ

2
Iz − sπ

2
Iy = −Iy (6.39)

Iy

π
2 Ix
−−−→ cπ

2
Iy + sπ

2
Iz = Iz (6.40)

For a 180◦-pulse of x-phase the following is obtained

Ix
πIx−−→ Ix (6.41)

Iy
πIx−−→ −Iy (6.42)

Iz
πIx−−→ −Iz (6.43)

It is left as an exercise to obtain this (exercise 7).

6.3.3 Decoupling

Decoupling in the basic form is high amplitude irradiation of the spins. The
strong rf �eld induces rapid exchange between spin-states and over time the
populations of all spin-states become equal. This leaves the population ex-
cess ε = 0 and the signals in the spectrum will disappear. With respect to
the density operator and the Hamiltonian,e�ect of

decoupling
decoupling makes all terms con-

taining operators for the decoupled spin disappear. For instance, decoupling
the S-spins will change the density operator

ρ = Iz + Ix + 2IzSz + 2IySx + Sx

to
ρ = Iz + Ix

Similarly the Hamiltonian during a delay with S-spin decoupling becomes

Hcs +HJ = ωIIz + ωSSz + ωJ2IzSz
S−decoupling−−−−−−−−→ ωIIz

Decoupling can normally only be applied separately to di�erent nuclei,
i.e., one proton spin cannot be selectively decoupled from all other proton
spins, since the di�erence |ωI −ωrf | has to be big for the decoupling not to
a�ect the spin with chemical shift ωI .
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6.3.4 The single-pulse experiment revisited

As an example of the use of the determined Hamiltonians, the evolution
of the magnetisation during the single-pulse experiment is determined, but
this time for a coupled spin system. First the x-phase pulse is applied

Iz

π
2 Ix
−−−→ −Iy (6.44)

Then the evolution due to the chemical shift and the J-coupling is deter-
mined. Since [Hcs, HJ ] = 0 the order is unimportant and the evolution due
to the chemical shift is determined �rstly

− Iy
ωtIz−−−→ −cωI tIy + sωI tIx (6.45)

and secondly the evolution due to the coupling

− cωI tIy + sωI tIx
ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

− cωI tcωJ tIy + cωI tsωJ t2IxSz + sωI tcωJ tIx + sωI tsωJ t2IySz (6.46)

If decoupling was applied selectively to the S-spin, the coupling Hamil-
tonian had become zero and the signal would again be similar the result
obtained by the classical description (section 3.3):

ρ = sωI tIx − cωI tIy (6.47)

6.4 Two basic pulse sequence building blocks

The introduction to product operators is rounded o� by investigating the
e�ect of two di�erent, but very widely used building blocks for pulse se-
quences. The �rst is the refocus element, which is used selectively to get
rid of unwanted evolution, and the second is the so called INEPT sequence,
which is used to transfer magnetisation from one type of nucleus to another
(often a less sensitive) type of nucleus, e.g., from protons to carbons.
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6.4.1 The refocusing blocks

One refocusing block exists for the single spin and three di�erent refocusing
blocks exist for the 2-spin system; these are shown in �gure 6.3.

The evolution during sequence A is determined by writing all the evo-
lutions of the pulse sequence:

ωI tIz−−−→ πIx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ (6.48)

from equation (5.19) and (5.21) we know that the evolution during the
Hamiltonian H can equally well be written as the unitary transformation

U = e−iHt (6.49)

To convert equation (6.48) to this notation, we simply use this sequentially
to obtain

UA = U3U2U1 = e−iωI tIze−iπIxe−iωI tIz (6.50)

In this form we are able to manipulate the expression and achieve a shorter
form:

UA = e−iωI tIze−iπIxe−iωI tIz

=
(
e−iπIxeiπIx

)
e−iωI tIze−iπIxe−iωI tIz

= e−iπIxe−iωI t(e
iπIxIze−iπIx )e−iωI tIz

= e−iπIxeiωI tIze−iωI tIz

= e−iπIx

where UU−1 = 1 was used in line 2, U−1f(A)U = f(U−1AU) 2 was used
in line 3, and the right-hand rule derived in section 5.3 was used in line 2
and 4. The simpli�cation is quite impressive, only the e�ect of the π-pulse
needs to be evaluated:evolution

in case A
ωI tIz−−−→ πIx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→=

πIx−−→ (6.51)

2f is an arbitrary function, which acts on an operator A. The relation can be proved
by Taylor expansion of the function f .
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A

I πx
t t

B
I πx

S

t t

C
I

S πx
t t

D
I πx

S πx

t t

A πIx−−→ B πIx−−→ ωS2tSz−−−−→
C πSx−−→ ωI2tIz−−−−→ D πIx−−→ πSx−−→ ωJ2t2IzSz−−−−−−−→

Figure 6.3: The pulse sequences and the simpli�ed evolutions for the refo-
cusing blocks: A) a single spin, B) two spins but refocusing pulse on the
I-spin only, C) two spins but refocusing pulse on the S-spin only, D) two
spins and refocusing pulses on both spins.
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i.e. the evolution due to the chemical shift has been refocused.
In case B the following evolutions occur

ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πIx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ (6.52)

which is rewritten using [Iz, Iz] = 0, [Iz,Sz] = 0, [Iz, 2IzSz] = 0 and
[Sz, 2IzSz] = 0

ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ πIx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

Now the knowledge obtained in case A is used in order to get

ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ πIx−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

and using [Sz, Ix] = 0

ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πIx−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

Rewriting and reusing [Sz, 2IzSz] = 0 we arrive at

ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πIx−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ ωS2tSz−−−−→ (6.53)

So we only need to investigate how the evolution due to the coupling is
changed upon a π-pulse. This is very similar to case A; the evolutions

ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πIx−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

are written in terms of unitary transformations

U = U3U2U1 = e−iωJ t2IzSze−iπIxe−iωJ t2IzSz

and manipulated as follows

U = e−iωJ t2IzSze−iπIxe−iωJ t2IzSz

=
(
e−iπIxeiπIx

)
e−iωJ t2IzSze−iπIxe−iωJ t2IzSz

= e−iπIxe−iωJ t(e
iπIx2IzSze−iπIx )e−iωI tIz

= e−iπIxeiωJ t2IzSze−iωJ t2IzSz

= e−iπIx
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So the �nal result becomes yet another great simpli�cation, simplifying
equation (6.52) to evolution

in case BπIx−−→ ωS2tSz−−−−→ (6.54)

Case C is very similar and exchanging I's and S's in B yields evolution
in case C

ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πSx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→=
πSx−−→ ωI2tIz−−−−→ (6.55)

Case D is solved in the same manner; �rst we write the evolutions

ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πIx−−→ πSx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ (6.56)

then the terms are rearranged (moving the I π-pulse to the front, which,
according to the obtained knowledge from A and B changes the signs as
follows)

πIx−−→ −ωI tIz−−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ −ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−−→ πSx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

and �nally the S π-pulse is moved to the front as well and positive and
negative evolutions cancel out

πIx−−→ πSx−−→ −ωI tIz−−−−→ −ωStSz−−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

evolution

in case D

=
πIx−−→ πSx−−→ ωJ2t2IzSz−−−−−−−→ (6.57)

Yielding the �nal result of case D.
The �ndings are summarised in �gure 6.3.

6.4.2 The INEPT block

INEPT is an acronym of Insensitive Nuclei Enhanced by Polarisation Trans-
fer [9]. The purpose of this block is, as its name indicates, to transfer mag-
netisation from an NMR sensitive nucleus (normally protons) to an NMR
insensitive nucleus (normally carbon or nitrogen) and potentially back to
the protons for detection. The sensitivity depends on the gyromagnetic ra-
tio and for protons this ratio is four times bigger than that for carbons and
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I
π
2 x

πx
π
2 y

S πx
π
2 x

t t

Figure 6.4: The INEPT pulse sequence.

ten times bigger than it is for nitrogen. If the sensitivity of the protons can
be used to measure on carbons, this means a great deal in saved experiment
time.

The pulse sequence for the INEPT block is shown in �gure 6.4 and the
evolutions are simpli�ed in the following manner

π
2 Ix
−−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→ πIx−−→ πSx−−→ ωI tIz−−−→ ωStSz−−−−→ ωJ t2IzSz−−−−−−→

π
2 Iy
−−−→

π
2 Sx

−−−→
(6.58)

The rules for refocusing is used

π
2 Ix
−−−→ πIx−−→ πSx−−→ ωJ2t2IzSz−−−−−−−→

π
2 Iy
−−−→

π
2 Sx

−−−→

and the time t is adjusted to make the coupling term correspond to a π
2 -

rotation

t =
1

4J
⇒ ωJ2t = ωJ2

1

4J
=
π

2
(6.59)

givingevolution
during

INEPT

π
2 Ix
−−−→ πIx−−→ πSx−−→

π
2 2IzSz

−−−−−→
π
2 Iy
−−−→

π
2 Sx

−−−→ (6.60)
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We will now start with equilibrium magnetisation on the I-spin and
con�rm that it is transferred to the S-spin: density

operator
during
INEPT

Iz

π
2 Ix
−−−→ −Iy

πIx−−→ Iy
πSx−−→ Iy

π
2 2IzSz

−−−−−→ −2IxSz

π
2 Iy
−−−→ 2IzSz

π
2 Sx

−−−→ −2IzSy

(6.61)
in which only the right-hand rule obtained in section 5.3 and the subspaces
�gure 6.2 have been used. Indeed, the magnetisation has been transferred
to the S-spin, however, as so called anti-phase magnetisation IzSy (Sx or
Sy would have been in-phase). A refocusing block can be added to convert
the anti-phase to in-phase magnetisation, see exercise 10.

This ends the introduction to the product operators, which enable us to
understand more advanced NMR experiments.

6.5 Exercises

1. Con�rm that [Iz, Ix] = iIy.

2. Find your own system to remember the rotation subspaces of �gure
6.2.

3. Determine Ix
θIz−−→ for θ = π

2 and for θ = π.

4. Determine Ix
θ2IzSz−−−−−→ for arbitrary θ and for θ = π

4 .

5. Determine Ix
θ2IxSx−−−−−→ for arbitrary θ.

6. Determine Iy
θ2IzSz−−−−−→ for arbitrary θ.

7. Calculate the response of x, y, and z-magnetisation to a y-phase 90◦-
pulse, to an x-phase 180◦-pulse, and to a y-phase 180◦-pulse.

8. Prove the refocusing rule for a single spin by evaluating the density
operator after the refocusing block for magnetisation initially being
1) Ix, 2) Iy, and 3) Iz.
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9. Explain the steps involved in getting from equation (6.56) to (6.57).

10. Determinerefocused-
INEPT

the density operator at the end of the refocused-INEPT
pulse sequence (�gure 6.5) for a 2-spin-1/2 system and optimised de-
lays, i.e., t1 = t2 = 1

4J .

I
π
2 x

πx
π
2 y πx

S πx
π
2 x

πx

t1 t1 t2 t2
dec.

Figure 6.5: The refocused-INEPT pulse sequence.



Chapter 7

Simple 2D NMR experiments

This chapter presents a handful of basic 2D NMR experiments. 2D NMR
experiments consist of an indirect acquisition period t1, which is acquired by
successively increasing a delay while repeating the experiment, and a direct
acquisition period, which is acquired similar to the acquisition of 1D NMR
experiments. The basic scheme for a 2D NMR pulse sequence therefore
includes a preparation block, a t1 period, a mixing block, in which the
magnetisation is transferred between the nuclei, and an acquisition block,
as shown �gure 7.1. After acquisition the Fourier transform is applied in
both dimensions to yield a 2D spectrum as illustrated in �gure 7.2.

t1 t2
prep. mix.

Figure 7.1: The general 2D pulse sequence consisting of a preparation pe-
riod, an indirect acquisition period (t1), a mixing period, and the direct
acquisition period (t2).

65
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2D techniques (or multi-dimensional techniques in general) have rev-
olutionised NMR and brought it into biological laboratories. The extra
dimension(s) makes it possible to obtain resolution in spectra with other-
wise overlapping signals, since these in general will have di�erent resonance
frequencies in the added dimension(s). Multi-dimensional NMR enables
assignment of resonances and structure identi�cation of biological macro-
molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids.

The experiments are divided in two parts: homonuclear and heteronu-
clear experiment. Homonuclearhomo-

nuclear
vs.

hetero-
nuclear

experiments are experiments, in which all
nuclei involved are of the same type e.g. protons. Heteronuclear experiments
correlate nuclei of di�erent kinds e.g. protons and carbons or nitrogens. Ex-
cept for the NOESY experiment all of the homonuclear and heteronuclear
experiments presented in these two sections rely solely on the J-coupling for
magnetisation transfer, and therefore the spectra will provide information
on the bond structure of the molecule. The NOESY experiment, on the
other hand, is used to extract structure constraint i.e. distances between
nuclei. This is an equally important type of NMR experiments, since they
elucidate the 3 dimensional structure of the molecule in question.

The calculations presented in this chapter rely heavily on the rules and
tricks described in chapter 6, and whenever evolution of product operators
are determined, the right-hand rule from section 5.3 is always used without
reference.

All operator calculationsassump-
tions in
chapter

assume optimised transfer delays and a 2-spin
system; for the homonuclear experiments the two spins considered are of
the same type, and for the heteronuclear experiments the two spins are
of di�erent types. In the heteronuclear experiments S (chemical shift ωS)
signi�es the low sensitivity nucleus (carbon or nitrogen) and I (chemical
shift ωI) the high sensitivity nucleus (protons). The two spins are assumed
coupled by a J-coupling.
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Figure 7.2: 2D data processing: A) 2D �d, B) 2D �d Fourier transformed in
t1, C) 2D �d Fourier transformed in both dimensions, D) Contour (normal)
representation of the spectrum. The data resembles 2 coupled nuclei.
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7.1 Basic 2D homonuclear experiments

This section presents two homonuclear experiments, which are widely used
in compound identi�cation and assignment procedures: COSY (COrrelation
SpectroscopY) [10] and TOCSY (TOtal Correlation SpectroscopY) [11].

7.1.1 COSY

The pulse sequence for the COSY experiment is given in �gure 7.3. It is
a homonuclear experiment, so initially magnetisation will be on both spins
and both spins are a�ected by all pulses. However, to simplify equations
only initial I-magnetisation is considered, since the S-magnetisation will
evolve in the exact same way.

π
2 x

π
2 x

t1

Figure 7.3: The COSY pulse sequence.

The product operator calculations go as follows

Iz

π
2 (Ix+Sx)
−−−−−−−→ −Iy

ωI t1Iz+ωSt1Sz−−−−−−−−−−→
−cωI t1Iy + sωI t1Ix

ωJ t12IzSz−−−−−−−→
−cωI t1cωJ t1Iy + cωI t1sωJ t12IxSz + sωI t1cωJ t1Ix + sωI t1sωJ t12IySz

π
2 (Ix+Sx)
−−−−−−−→

−cωI t1cωJ t1Iz − cωI t1sωJ t12IxSy + sωI t1cωJ t1Ix − sωI t1sωJ t12IzSy

Of these terms only single-quantum, in-phase operators (Ii and Si, i = x, y)
is directly observable and only single-quantum, anti-phase operators (2IiSz
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Figure 7.4: Lineshapes: A) Absorptive in-phase and B) dispersive anti-
phase doublets. C) and E) the COSY spectrum before phase correction.
D) and F) the COSY spectrum with optimal phase correction. The data
resembles 2 coupled nuclei.
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and 2IzSi) can evolve to observable magnetisation. This simpli�es the
density operator to

ρ = sωI t1cωJ t1Ix − sωI t1sωJ t12IzSy (7.1)

From this equation the origin of diagonal and cross peaks are visible: The
�rst term leads to a diagonal peak for the I-spin, since it has been encoded
with the chemical shift of the I-spin during t1 and at the beginning of the
detection the magnetisation is still on the I-spin. The second term has also
been encoded with the chemical shift of the I-spin during t1, but will be
encoded with the chemical shift of the S-spin during detection, since the
transverse operator in 2IzSy is S-spin. The coupling will make it oscillate
between anti-phase and in-phase during detection of which only the last
term is detectable:

− 2IzSy
ωJ t22IzSz−−−−−−−→ −cωJ t22IzSy + sωJ t2Sx (7.2)

The same holds for the terms originating from initial S-magnetisation just
with I- and S-spin interchanged.

The COSY experiment succeeds in correlating the coupled spins, how-
ever, some peaks are in-phase and others are anti-phase (see �gure 7.4) and
its is not possible to phase correct all peaks to absorption (see �gure 3.5
and 7.4), since half of the terms are encoded dispersive (an odd number
of sin functions) and half are encoded absorptive (an even number of sin
functions). The optimum phase correction (see �gure 7.4 D and F) yields
absorptive anti-phase cross peaks and dispersive in-phase diagonal peaks.
The dispersive diagonal peaks put a limit on the size of molecules for which
COSY is feasible, since these broad diagonal peaks will eventually overlap
important cross peaks. Furthermore, the anti-phase cross peaks require that
the resolution of the spectra is good compared to the size of the couplings,
since positive and negative peaks will cancel if they are overlapping.

7.1.2 TOCSY

The TOCSY experiment, �gure 7.5, introduces the concept of isotropic
mixing. In the basic form, the "isomix" block in the pulse sequence con-
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sists of a train of π-pulses, which continuously refocuses the chemical shift
evolution, whereby the frequency di�erence between the nuclei becomes ef-
fectively zero. This means that the weak coupling approximation made for
achieving equation (6.21) does not hold (ωJ 6� |ωI,eff − ωS,eff | ∼ 0) and
equation (6.22) has to be used for the coupling.

π
2 x

t1
isomix

Figure 7.5: The TOCSY pulse sequence.

All of the terms in the full J-coupling, equation (6.22), commute and
can be evaluated successively. The calculation is identical to the COSY
experiment until the "isomix" block. That is, we start with (only including
terms originating from initial I-magnetisation)

−IycωI t1cωJ t1 + 2IxSzcωI t1sωJ t1 + IxsωI t1cωJ t1 + 2IySzsωI t1sωJ t1

of these we will only consider the evolution of the Ix term during mixing
(setting tmix = 1

2J ):

Ix

π
2 2IxSx

−−−−−→ Ix

π
2 2IySy

−−−−−→ −2IzSy

π
2 2IzSz

−−−−−→ Sx (7.3)

The isotropic mixing is seen to transfer magnetisation to the same kind of
magnetisation on the second spin (here single-quantum in-phase). This is to
appreciate in favour of the COSY experiment, which su�ers from unequal
line shapes. Moreover, if we somehow can get rid of all the other terms
(and we can by the use of phase cycling, which is, however, out of the scope
of this text), the encoding during the t1 (sωI t1cωJ t1) has a cosine term for
the coupling. Cosine is close to one for small angles, which in turn means
that even pairs of nuclei with small couplings are correlated in the TOCSY
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experiment. This means that the TOCSY experiment correlates the full
spin system (e.g., all nuclei of an amino acid residue) � this is the property,
which gave it the name "total". Two typical COSY and TOCSY spectra
are compared in �gure 7.7, where the extra correlations in the TOCSY are
evident together with the di�erence in line shape.

7.1.3 NOESY, internuclear distances

This last homonuclear experiment is an example of NMR experiments used
for 3D structure determination. The NOESY (Nuclear Overhauser E�ect
SpectroscopY) [14] experiment (�gure 7.6) relies on dipolar cross-relaxation
between nuclei1. Dipolar interactions are orientation dependent interactions
between the nuclei, and therefore not directly observable in the liquid-state,
since the molecular tumbling averages out all orientation dependent inter-
actions. The dipolar couplingdipolar

coupling
, however, plays a signi�cant role in the relax-

ation of the nuclei. Furthermore, the magnetisation exchanged between two
nuclei during relaxation shows up to be directly proportional to the distance

distance
con-

straints

between the nuclei (because the size of the dipolar coupling is proportional
to the distance). This constitutes an important basis for intra-molecular
distance constraints, which in turn can be converted to a 3D structure, if
a lot of these are measured. The intensity of the correlations scales with
1/r6, r being the distance between the nuclei.

π
2 x

π
2 x

π
2 x

t1 tmix

Figure 7.6: The NOESY pulse sequence.

1The e�ect as well as the experiment is named after A. W. Overhauser, who �rst
proposed the idea that spin polarisation could be enhanced by irradiation [15]. The use
in NMR is founded by W. A. Anderson and R. Freeman [16]
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The evolution for the NOESY experiment is similar to that of the COSY
experiment up to the mixing period. At the beginning of the mixing de-
lay the density operator is (again only terms originating from initial I-
magnetisation have been included):

−cωI t1cωJ t1Iz − cωI t1sωJ t12IxSy + sωI t1cωJ t1Ix − sωI t1sωJ t12IzSy

All terms, but the polarisation terms (Iz and Sz), relax relatively fast due to
R2-relaxation and thereby vanish. The longitudinal magnetisation is under
in�uence by cross-relaxation due to the dipolar couplings and in a simpli-
�ed description we take α as the rate for self-relaxation (i.e. decrease in
signal intensity due to relaxation) and η as the rate for cross-relaxation (i.e.
increase in signal intensity due to relaxation of a dipolar coupled nucleus).
These considerations lead to the following evolution during the mixing delay

−cωI t1cωJ t1Iz
tmix−−−→

−cωI t1cωJ t1(e−αtmixIz + eηtmixSz)

Finally, the magnetisation is made observable by the π
2 x
-pulse

−cωI t1cωJ t1(e−αtmixIz + eηtmixSz)
π
2 (Ix+Sx)
−−−−−−−→

cωI t1cωJ t1(e−αtmixIy + eηtmixSy)
(7.4)

This will be the observable magnetisations and it is seen that four peaks (two
given by equation (7.4) and two originating from initial S-magnetisation)
will occur in the spectrum: Two diagonal peaks, which integral is propor-
tional to the self-relaxation and two cross peaks, which integral is propor-
tional to the cross-relaxation and thereby the distance between the nuclei.

Extraction of the NOESY cross peak integrals gives a lot of spatial
constraints for the 3 dimensional structure of the molecule in question, and
a computer will be able to optimise a structure, which �ts the constraints.
This is the NMR spectroscopist's means for 3D structure determination.

Excerpts from typical COSY, TOCSY, and NOESY spectra of a protein
are shown in �gure 7.7 and the inter-residue correlations in the NOESY
spectrum are noticed, i.e., those correlation, which are not found in the
TOCSY spectrum.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of an excerpt of a COSY, TOCSY, and NOESY
spectra of the 59 amino acids protein CsmA (only cross peaks shown). No-
tice the di�erences in line shape and number of correlations. [7]
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7.2 Basic 2D heteronuclear experiments

Heteronuclear experiments are essential tools in compound identi�cation
and assignment procedures of more complex molecules. In general het-
eronuclear experiments serve to expand the tiny proton chemical shift range
with the much larger ranges of other nuclei such as carbon and nitrogen.
In the following two basic heteronuclear experiments are presented: HSQC
(Heteronuclear Single-Quantum Coherence) [13] and HMQC (Heteronuclear
Multi-Quantum Coherence) [12]. These experiments also serve as illustra-
tive examples of the use of the building blocks introduced in chapter 6.

7.2.1 HSQC

The pulse sequence for the HSQC experiment is shown in �gure 7.8. As we
shall see, it correlates a heteronuclear spin-pair coupled by a J-coupling and
it uses the high sensitivity nucleus, I-spin, for both initial magnetisation
and for detection. Furthermore, it is exemplary in the use of the refocusing
rules and the INEPT block: It consists of an INEPT, a refocusing, and a
reverse-INEPT block.

I
π
2 x

πx
π
2 y πx

π
2 x

πx

S πx
π
2 x

π
2 x

πx

τ τ

t1/2 t1/2

τ τ

dec.

Figure 7.8: The HSQC pulse sequence.

The evolutions are simpli�ed to (τ = 1
4J )

π
2 Ix
−−−→ INEPT−−−−→ πIx−−→ ωSt1Sz−−−−→ rev.−INEPT−−−−−−−−→ (7.5)
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and the density operator evolves as follows (see exercise 1)

Iz

π
2−→ −Iy

INEPT−−−−→ −2IzSy
πIx−−→ 2IzSy

ωSt1Sz−−−−→
cωSt12IzSy − sωSt12IzSx

rev.−INEPT−−−−−−−−→ cωSt1Ix − sωSt12IySx

The S-decoupling leaves only

cωSt1Ix (7.6)

for detection. For the 2-spin system the HSQC results in a singlet in both
dimensions, which correlates the chemical shift of the two heteronuclei. It
is further noted that the encoding with the S-spin chemical shift occurs,
while the spin-state is described by 2IzSy i.e. a single-quantum spin-state
� thereof the name "single-quantum coherence". A typical HSQC spectrum
of a protein is shown in �gure 7.9

Figure 7.9: 15N-1H HSQC of the 76 amino acids protein, ubiquitin. [7]
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7.2.2 HMQC

The pulse sequence of the HMQC experiment is given in �gure 7.10. It
correlates a heteronuclear spin-pair in the same way as the HSQC exper-
iment does, however, the encoding with the S-spin chemical shift occurs
while in a multiple-quantum state. Compared to the HSQC experiment a
lot fewer pulses are required making the HMQC more robust towards rf
imperfections.

I
π
2 x

πx

S
π
2 x

π
2 x

τ τt1/2 t1/2
dec.

Figure 7.10: The HMQC pulse sequence.

The evolutions are simpli�ed using the refocusing pulse rules (section
6.4.1) and [Ii,Sj ] = 0 (see exercise 2):

π
2 Ix
−−−→ ωIτIz−−−−→ ωSτSz−−−−→ ωJτ2IzSz−−−−−−→

π
2 Sx

−−−→
ωI
t1
2 Iz

−−−−→
ωS

t1
2 Sz

−−−−−→
ωJ

t1
2 2IzSz

−−−−−−−→
πIx−−→

ωI
t1
2 Iz

−−−−→
ωS

t1
2 Sz

−−−−−→
ωJ

t1
2 2IzSz

−−−−−−−→
π
2 Sx

−−−→ ωIτIz−−−−→ ωSτSz−−−−→ ωJτ2IzSz−−−−−−→
=

π
2 Ix
−−−→ ωSτSz−−−−→ ωJτ2IzSz−−−−−−→

π
2 Sx

−−−→ πIx−−→ ωSt1Sz−−−−→
π
2 Sx

−−−→ ωSτSz−−−−→ ωJτ2IzSz−−−−−−→
(7.7)

The density operator of the heteronuclear experiment initially is Iz and
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evolves as follows (setting τ = 1
2J )

Iz

π
2 Ix
−−−→ −Iy

ωSτSz−−−−→ −Iy
π
2 2IzSz

−−−−−→ 2IxSz

π
2 Sx

−−−→ −2IxSy
πIx−−→ −2IxSy

ωSt1Sz−−−−→ −cωSt12IxSy + sωSt12IxSx

π
2 Sx

−−−→ −cωSt12IxSz + sωSt12IxSx
π
2 2IzSz

−−−−−→ −cωSt1Iy + sωSt12IxSx
ωSτSz−−−−→

−cωSt1Iy + sωSt1cωSτ2IxSx + sωSt1sωSτ2IxSy

Decoupling on the S-spins during detection leaves us with

− cωSt1Iy (7.8)

Similar to the HSQC, the heteronuclei are correlated by a singlet, however,
the spin-state during encoding with the S-spin chemical shift was described
by 2IxSy i.e. a multiple-quantum state � thereof the name "multi-quantum
coherence".

7.3 Exercises

1. Con�rm the evolution during the reverse-INEPT block of the HSQC.

2. Explain in detail the simpli�cations made in equation (7.7).

3. Determine the density operator after the refocused-HSQC [17] �gure
7.11 for an isolated heteronuclear 2-spin system and for optimised
τ = 1

4J .

I
π
2 x

πx
π
2 y

πx πx
π
2 x

πx

S πx
π
2 x

πx πx
π
2 x

πx

τ τ τ τ

t1

τ τ τ τ
dec.

dec.

Figure 7.11: The refocused-HSQC pulse sequence.
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4. Structure constraints: If the integral of a NOESY cross peak is deter-
mined to 1 and this corresponds to a distance of 1 Å, what will the
integral of the cross peak for an otherwise similar pair of nuclei with
a distance of 2 Å be?

5. For a similar pair of nuclei (as in the previous exercise) the integral is
measured to 0.5 � what is the distance between the nuclei?
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